1. PRESS CORRESPONDENTS' VIEWS ON PENDING MEETING BETWEEN "CAPTAIN" AND "BOAR".

2. REFERENCE TO LOSS OF DOCUMENTS BY "VITALIJ".

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No.: 1291

9 September 1954

To VIKTOR[1].

[65 groups unrecovered]
"did not know that he was present".

No. 745.

Your number 4168[11]
[15 groups unrecovered]

No. 746.

[Continued overleaf]

Distribution
In a talk with IDE [Ya'Z][iii] the correspondent of the "Baltimore Sun" Paul VARD completely confirmed what BUMBLEBEE [Shmel'][iv] said in regard to the principal aim of CAPTAIN's [KAPITAN][v] meeting with BOAR [K.B.N.][vi] [2 groups unrecovered] CAPTAIN also intends to discuss the question of India [4 groups unrecovered].

Said Joseph BIRD [BERD], a correspondent of the "Washington Star" said roughly the same thing in regard to the principal aim of MEETING with BOAR [K.B.N.][vii] [1 group unrecovered] meetings.

No. 717.

To SEMEN.

Your number 60[ii] VITALIY[viii] has not informed us about the loss of the documents. Ascertained [1 group unrecovered].

No. 718 9th September.

M.Y [M.Y][ix]

Comments: [i] VIKTOR: probably Lt.-General P.M. PITIN.

[ii] Not available.

[iii] Ya'Z: Simon Samuel KR.PSUR.

[iv] Shmel': Walter LIPPER.

[v] KAPITAN: Franklin D. ROOSEVELT.


[vii] REDAKTsiIYa: the TASS News Agency.

[viii] VITALIY: not identified. On 22th August 1944, SEMEN sent a message to S.F. FRANCISCO in which he requested an urgent reply to his telegram no. 27 of 29th July 1944 on the question of VITALIY's loss of his personal documents [S/NBF/T309]. SEMEN's telegram no. 27 is not available.

[ix] M.Y: Pavel Ivanovich PEDOSIMOV.